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About This Game

Jerrod Wilson left his home in Brooklyn, New York during the legendary Gold Rush of 1849 to find his brother Jake, who was
forced to leave 11 years earlier. After a long adventure, Jake and Jerrod found the richest vein of gold in California’s Mother

Lode! Now it’s 1869. 20 years of hard work has made their mine very successful. Most of their mining profits were sent home
to Mr. Quail, a banker and family friend, who has been investing them wisely. The brothers are as wealthy as Wall Street

tycoons, and if they ever return to NY, they will be very influential gentlemen.

Mr. Quail sends news from home and it’s not always good. William Tweed, who Jake and Jerrod personally knew to be the
leader of a gang of thieves and extortionists (the man who forced Jake to leave Brooklyn), has become very powerful. He is now

in the State Legislature and members of his gang have key positions in Brooklyn. Tweed’s political corruption has allowed his
gang’s crime to go unchecked since the police are also on his payroll.

Jake and Jerrod decide to sell their mine and travel home on the newly constructed Transcontinental Railroad. The brothers have
evidence that should send Tweed to prison for the rest of his life, but Tweed has heard they are coming and plans to stop them

from ever returning to Brooklyn. A contest of wits has begun with “Boss” Tweed, a man with political power, wealth and a gang
of criminals at his command.

Features:

Far more than 80 prerendered images and animated scenes in full HD

Complete new story and quests from the developer from the 80s
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High quality voices and new recorded music

Subtitles in English or German

Optimized Point & Click control
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At the moment, I cannot recommend The Love Boat - Second Chances on Steam. Despite enjoying the first of the series, it is
currently very buggy, and towards the last few levels, I gave up on completing the achievements, and mostly aim to complete the
story instead.

1. Poor response time after clicking. Sometimes your clicks might not register at all, or skip if you quickly click on another item
afterwards.

2. Delay between actions. There is a very noticeable delay between your actions, which makes the whole experience really
janky, and not smooth at all. Checking out customers was also a very tedious process, it is very slow.

3. Impossible\/hard to complete levels due to bugs. On one of the MAIN levels, you were required to submit only full orders.
However, due to the poor response\/delay, the items ended being submitted to the customers INDIVIDUALLY, causing the
challenge to be failed. However, after quite a few restarts, it is possible to clear it.

4. Clipping issues\/graphic bugs - During cutscenes, or levels themselves, the npcs and customers would clip through each other,
and the background. There was also alot of inconsistencies between the character model and the ongoing story.  Julie was shown
to have an eyepatch on her model after a certain cutscene. However, her subsequent models during story and challenge levels do
not reflect this change, even though it will show up again immediately in cutscenes after a level.

5. Poor minigames design - The minigames were largely repetitive, most of which involve clicking 3 spots, and there is no
change in pattern at all for any of the minigames. The 3 spots will always be in the same place, the luggage will always be
stacked in the same way etc. Also I had difficulty with one of the minigames, where I couldn't click and scroll properly with my
mouse.

6. Story - 6.5\/10, I personally felt that the story wasn't as good as the first.

Overall, the game was very tedious to play through, with the poor responses and delay that I had not encountered in other
gamehouse games (though the first Love Boat was a little laggy for me too). Expert mode did not feel like a challenge at all,
given the new ability to force out new customers according to your own pace. This new feature also shorten the duration I
usually spend on other Gamehouse games quite significantly. Hopefully some or all of these might be fixed in the future.. As
Micro Machines as it gets.
Even Better then Micro Machines from the same developers.
Perfect Party\/Couch\/Whatever Racing Game on one screen.. I have 5 hours in on this game at this point and I am not engaged
at all. This game is hunting, gathering, crafting and doing it all over again. The quests are all the same. The control for vehicles
on PC is the worst of any game I have ever played. You can't even use your mouse. It is excruciating. I thought I would love it
since I love Borderlands 2 but BL2 is 1000 times more fun that this thing. It is really buggy too. It crashed when I changed the
SSAO. It crashed when I tried to change windowed to anything else. Sooooo boring. I really don't get the fun factor on this.
People find wandering around gathering plants and skins for hours fun? ROFL. I sure don't. You also have to hunt and gather so
you can get bigger bags. Then you can hunt and gather MORE stuff without just having to throw things you need away so you
can upgrade something ever so slightly!! YAY. You will be doing a LOT of skinning animals (I mean a LOT) and be careful, if
you start skinning, you keep doing it even when getting shot or attacked by an animal. You are locked in until it is done
skinning. When you die, enjoy skinning and gathering again to get back to where you were because it doesn't save squat. Also in
this "free range" world, be careful not to go outside the quest boundary or you will automatically fail! I got this warning not even
5 minutes into the actual gameplay, lol. Also, everything is SLOW. Opening crates is slow, getting into cars is slow. driving is
HORRIBLE. You have to use buttons to control the vehicles, no mouse allowed. It is also LOADED with glitches and bugs,
mostly in the menus for some reason.. Some other reviewers queried whether this game is dead and I have been working to
proof this is indeed the case. Eventhough the graphics are nice and it's a great hidden object game I strongly recommend not
purchasing it. The developers simply didn't bother to make a proper finish for the game and clearly are just trying to get you to
make in-app purchases. I have played the whole game without ever making an additional purchase, got every achievement that's
possible in the game, finished every collection multiple times and reached the highest level of all areas (highest level is 11, after
that the bar just doesn't fill anymore) and finished every task but the last one (the shards of the mirror) which never became
active (even after there's no progress to be had in the game whatsoever). I had hoped that the developers would not have just left
this game unfinished however thisis clearly the case. Point proven: THE GAME IS DEAD and not worth your money.. Very
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entertaining and immersive Formula 1 arcade racing game. Don't expect a F1 simulator, this is a fun and fast arcade F1 racer
with Vive-controller steering, easy to jump into but quite challenging to master! Check my Mixed Reality VR gameplay I made
showing all 3 cars and 4 tracks in action:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_VH9E4Vl1h8

The good stuff about FormulaVR:

Graphics are very good, image is sharp on distance (even without supersampling) and car models are very polished, including
the cockpit.

Simple but logic main menu, and you can adjust your seating position any time easily with grip button (very good).

Steering with Vive controllers works great actually, but of course its an arcade game so the sensitivity is quite low. Its easy to
steer and I dont miss steering wheel support tbh. Good arcade feeling!

Opponents are challenging and AI is not bad at all. Sense of speed is awesome in 300km\/h and no motion sickness for me at all.
Good sound effects and awesome arcade immersion! Tutorial is available. Full Mixed Reality support is nice as well :) (thank
you SAT BOX). Price is resonable as well (I bought it myself), and performance is good.

The less good stuff about FormulaVR:

No Multiplayer (yet at least)
Only 4 tracks and 3 cars available.
Only qualify+race mode. No warm up and no career or championship modes.
Some of the tracks are better looking than others, at least one of them is actually taken straight from VR Sports Go Kart game
(same developer).
Music is mostly from VR Sports (not bad though)
No difficulty settings (as far as I can see)
No car or tire adjustments\/customizations.
No car damage on crash.
No weather conditions except sunny.

All in all, very simple but still very fun and good looking F1 racing game. Just jump into it, have fun and enjoy arcade-ish F1
races in Virtual Reality. Check my full gameplay video above for more info and my final thoughts.

Cheers guys!
SweViver
. Quite an interesting and fun game to play with your friends. An unique playstyle and game mechanics set this one apart from
your typical shooter:

-Ammo is infinite but slow reloads mean you better use it wisely
-Choose your own weapon: more challenging the kill, the higher are the rewards so picking the strongest weapon does not
directly make you the best player
-Keeping the streak up: bigger kill streaks add a multiplyer to your points, hence suicidal attacks are not always the best way to
go

Gameplay-wise, the game offers quite a bit of variety with its several maps, weapons and thanks to the things that I mentioned
before, is quite balanced overall. In fact, the most OP thing I have encountered are the expert bots in singleplayer. The controls
might take a little to get used to but that shouldn't be anything unheard of. In the end of the day, it is not a hardcore shooter but
more of a fun alternative to enjoy with your friends for a change. I approve!. 10\/10 i dont think i've ever given a game 10\/10
before.. I play this because I have no friends. This game deserves more love. Although it's essentially a 2D Minecraft clone, it's
enjoyable for old farts like me who had trouble jumping into the third dimension of gaming and find more comfort in a less-
complex two-dimensional world. I prefer this over any other mining / crafting game, even if there's a fire.. The game at this
point plays like an early beta release...
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Throughout the campaign mode the already weak dialogue is riddled with basic spelling errors, the game crashes occasionally,
and when you try to create an account to play the online multiplier you are actually linked to a barren site that simply says
"Coming soon". (See for yourself at their link - mecho.net) It is disengenious and borderline criminal to release the game in this
state and to charge 9.99$ or the $4.99 I myself purchased it for.

I would urge anyone considering buying the game to wait until these egregious issues have been resolved.

Edit: Just wanted to share perhaps the best dialogue of the game so far, this is a direct quote: "And well... you what he can do...
snoooort" (Screenshot of this genius line in my profile)
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This is the first module I bought for DCS and I whole-heartedly recommend it. The exterior model is drop dead beautiful and I
have not had a single bug or problem. I also found a soundmod with which I sometimes think I am actually inside a jet fighter.
See my not very serious video where I also have a link to the sound mod

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZkUiC_o9o-M

The plane is powerful and maneuvrable but not exactly forgiving - at least I crash a lot from aerobatic maneuvres. So either I am
just too inexperienced or not paying enough attention for a high fidelity simulation. Though I have played simulations before, I
was simply shocked by the aerodynamic modelling. Unlike in older games you can't just pull the stick fully in any direction
(especially not the rudders), or you become unconscious, or enter a stall, or probably both.

I even managed to shut down my engine by trying an inverted loop, and since I didn't know how to start it in mid air, I had to
eject the plane!

If you love the shape and history of the Mig 15, get it. I can not report any of the problems some people have with this mod. The
downside is of course the lack of a lot of ordnance and missions \/ campaigns. This may be a letdown, but I'd rather take a very
well made plane with little to no extras, than the other way round.. CANT SAY ANYTHING ABOUT THIS AS HAS NEVER
DOWNLOADED DESPITE STEAM SAYING THAT IT HAS BEEN ADDED TO MY COLLECTION. I really like this
game. It is old school in graphics and text, but modern in the storyline, and balanced well with the levels and power. It definitely
has replayability because you can take various paths throughout the campaigns. Also, it is easy to learn which is great for me,
personally. You can tell that the creators put thought into it and test played it before releasing it for purchase.. This is with no
doubt the best community weapon pack of all 3 of them.
I highly reccomend buying this when it's on sale.
If you are doubting wether or not to buy this, here is a description of what every gun in this pack does:

This DLC contains 4 weapons;

Single piston long Musket - In my opinion, the best and most fun weapon to use in whole Killing Floor. It has 10 shots per mag
which there are 7 of, it works just like the Lever Action but with more damage, a scope and it reloads all the shots at once
instead of 1 at a time. If you enjoy sharpshooter, you will fall in love with this Musket.

Dr. T's lead delivery System - Oh boy is this weapon fun to use, it's silent and does a great amount of damage.
It has 40 bullets per mag, which goes up to 7.
It's pretty much the same as the thompson but then with increased damage, and it's look way cooler.
This weapon is GREAT for a secondary as medic and sharpshooter, it deals a lot of damage in a short amount of time and it's
not heavy to carry (Just 5 blocks).

Orca Bomb Propeller - Bouncy explosives balls shooting out of a golden orca grenade launcher, do I need to say more?
This one is probably the favourite of many expert demolitions players (Which I'm not one of :p), you can do a lot of fun stuff
with bouncy explosives. A lot. It has a total of 25 shots, slow reload time but does a great amount of areal splash damage.

Multi-Chambered Zed Thrower - Honestly I haven't tried this one out so much, but from what I've seen you can knock enemies
back by using the special fire key, it has 10 shots per mag, up to 4 mags, has a lower spread which makes it for effective for
long range and thus means more damage if used correctly in normal\/close range.
You'll need to get used to this weapon though, thats for sure.
But the whole idea behind it sounds awesome.

TLDR;

Community Weapon Pack 2, in my opinion the best one, you should buy it when it's on sale.
If you want information about a weapon in this pack, please read the description above about that certain weapon.
I hope this helped deciding for you wether to buy this or not. Cua!

. 8\/10 Rainbow six siege is a damn fine shooter
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BUT that doesn't mean its perfect so im gonna explain whats good & whats not

-whats good?

Most of the time shooting in this game seems very fun and balanced unless its a relatively new operator that was just added
(more on that topic soon)

the game rewards map familiarity, some maps can have destructible floors, walls and ceilings which makes it highly rewarding
to go into custom games and learn them on your own.....speaking of which

custom games! this is such a blessing to have if you really want to take your skills to the next level, also it may help you study
any new dlc maps so you can at least know what you're about to get yourself into this season

Free dlc!!!! finally a decent shooter that doesn't seem like all the devs want is money. yes there is cosmetics in game but nothing
like "pay to win" but most members of the siege community may disagree with me due in part with the events that happen
usually half way through the season (there are 4 season through the year, so you get 8 new ops per year and usually a new map
and possibly a new rework on older maps to make them "better") each event is different than the last one minute you are
carebears shooting each other the next you are rootin tootin shootin cowboys (at least from what the data miners have found) but
they have loot boxes that you must buy at least 50 dollars of if you want All the cosmetic for the event in question

this game heavily requires communication and strategy. Every single operator on the rainbow six team differs from the others,
one places bear traps that downs enemies, another has a infra-red sniper scope that can pierce through thick smoke and
highlights enemies making it much easier to get distance kills but with that there is weaknesses. the bear traps can be shot to be
destroyed and are fairly easy to spot due to how massive they are. the sniper glaz is a powerhouse but when you take a slow
sniper against smgs that can shoot faster than you can make a bowl of popcorn, you need to make sure you keep a distance and
use recoil against them but also make every shot count one miss could mean it all.

there is an operator for everyone.
you like being slow and able to take some damage? we have that. you can play as fuze who releases a cluster bomb of grenades
in a small area that can pinch off the enemy team if placed right. or as doc who heals your team with stimulant shots.

you like being faster than god itself? play ash shes a fast operator that rewards the run and gun style plus her "gadget" is a
grenade launcher that allows you to blow away any soft walls that lay in your wake. or as bandit whos able to place car batteries
on barbed wire making them electrocute anything that may cross as well as add electricity to any reinforced walls.

or how about a nice mix? you have twitch who can take her drone around and remove enemy's gadgets, cameras and can even
inflict damage on the enemy team. or you may play as frost (the bear trap operator).

the devs are also very quick to fix MAJOR bugs in game.

but my favorite thing about this game is the content creators, they all are very fun loving guys and gals and they help support this
amazing community.

-whats bad?

there is moments when ranked play can just feel like udder crap, toxicity is very common in this game most time its just bland
dry sarcasm or humor that can be taken the wrong way.

new operators are kinda always broke when they first release but are usually fixed not too long later but other times its too long

this game has a high learning curve

headshots are instakills! sometimes it will feel unfair because you will turn a corner and get domed seemingly out of nowhere. so
get that aim up dude.
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this game has frequent updates to fix a bug or issue but sometimes that just creates more bugs

i hope my review of rainbow six siege helped you out somehow, if you would like to learn this game please add me on here! i
can tutor you to be a better player :)

also as a last note here when playing r6 you need to be okay with dying....like alot this game rewards those who learn from
mistakes but you can also figure out your own personal preference in play.. No ability to change grahic resolution or switch to
windowed mode, which is a real bummer. Alt+Enter doesn't work either. Game itself has terrible cinematics, its just the in-
game graphics but magically worse. Voice acting isn't great either, very cliche.. TREYARCH U GOTTA MAKE MORE MAC
SURPORTED GAMES BECUASE I WANNA PLAY ZOMBIES WITH STEAM WORKSHOP!!! And can you make the new
cod game, bo4 surported for mac?. The UI in this game quite frankly makes the game utterly horrible to play. The voice acting
is beyond hilarious and the movement just feels strange.. Where's the mouse sensitivity slider? How can you not have one?

This game MIGHT (big emphasis on might) be enjoyable if the devs actually put effort into the UI, sounds and general feel..
Never refuse anything free...

TEXTURES: 9.5\/10
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